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Simon has worked with organisations in over
25 countries to develop safe work practices
that lead to a sustained high performance in
operations and a reduced appetite for risk.
Simon is recognised globally as a respected
authority with the ability to achieve
sustained performance through safe work
practice, operational discipline and engaged,
positive, leadership.

LOOKING FOR A SPEAKER
As an in-demand facilitator and conference keynote speaker, Simon is an
articulate, informed and experienced communicator of people and their
ability to perform above expectation in often challenging environments.

keynote #1
keynote #2

‘Experiential Blindness: The Unconscious Appetite for Risk’
How & why incidents occur and how to address their inherent
trigger points.

‘The Correlation Between Safety & Performance: Why Only
Safe Operations Deliver’
What are the characteristics that differentiate high performing
operations from underperforming worksites?

KEYNOTE BRIEFS
Experiential Blindness: The Unconscious Appetite for Risk.
What’s interesting here is the data behind the claim. When someone
has been unable to experience an emotion (for example putting your
hand on a hot plate) they are unable to ascertain the potential before
them. That could be the success or failure of a task.
The individual perceives they can understand but, in practice, they
don’t. They have no emotional recall; they can only guess. Now, what
does this have to do with the workplace?
I’d suggest, today, a colossal amount. We will be, in the next
upswing, working with a group, or groups of people, who have never
experienced a previous operation. Never experienced a near miss,
never experienced an incident of consequence. As a result, they will
have a low understanding of Hazards and Risk and, following this,
an unconscious appetite for risk. Doing the right thing, the right
way at the right time.
Therefore, how we lead and manage this situation on a worksite
is imperative.

The Correlation Between Safety & Performance: Why Only Safe
Operations Deliver.
More often than not, when times are tough, and budgets are tight,
cost-cutting seeks to save in areas that may not present as ‘essential’.
For some, this could be training & development or coaching with say
safety in mind. That being, ‘we need efficiencies first and foremost’.
What the evidence confirms is that achieving sustained performance,
that is excellence in all aspects of operations, is only achievable when
an operation in safe.
Why so? Safe operations only occur when people adopt behaviours
that encourage others to copy them, to develop group like behaviours
that allow for performance to occur consistently. Whether this is
a sporting team or an operational team. PNG or the Permian,
Canada or Chad. Location, economic well-being, status & language
are all irrelevant.
Helping leaders understand the need to achieve operational
discipline is only possible if people choose, rather than being forced,
to adopt behaviours that can lead to consistency in achieving
outcomes. This is what delivers results and why safe operations
deliver time and time again.
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– Simon Phin

Simon stepped onto his first offshore drilling rig knowing nothing
more than that no one could be more nervous than him.
Some 50 rigs later across 25 countries & approaching 20 years Simon
understands what delivers great outcomes and what will deprive an
operation of achieving high performance that is safe and sustainable.
Simon is a graduate of Flinders University and the Australian
nstitute of Company Directors (GAICD). He is the holder of an
Innovation Patent (2014100282) for the methodology & measurement
of risk appetite.

Simon is an avid sportsperson having competed and medalled
in national and international competition and remains actively
involved in local sport and community service.
Simon was a Torchbearer for the Sydney 2000 Olympics in
recognition of services to the community and is published by the
Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE).

BEYOND THE BREAK
IS THE GO TO COMPANY
FOR MAKING RIGS
SAFE & PERFORM
No matter the challenge, the location, the culture.
We have the runs on the board to validate our
expertise and approach.
We get it right, right from the start.
Simon is the CEO of Beyond The Break recognised
globally for their ability to work with organisations in
high-risk work environments and the achievement of
sustainably safe and high performing operations
Find out more here: beyondbreak.com

EXPERIENCE
TRUSTED GLOBALLY.
Simon, when available, can work with
organisations globally.
Engagement can be agreed upon dependent
on location, requirement and timeline.

Contact:
office@beyondbreak.com
Sydney, Australia: +61 2 9907 2072

